New Items - November 2019
FICTION:
Blue moon : a Jack Reacher novel
by Lee Child
A highly anticipated latest installment in the best-selling series finds
Jack Reacher offering aid to an elderly couple only to be confronted by
the most dangerous opponents of his career. By the best-selling author
of One Shot. Read by Scott Brick. Simultaneous.

Twisted twenty-six
by Janet Evanovich
Bounty hunter Stephanie Plum is challenged to protect one of her own
when her suddenly widowed grandmother is targeted by ruthless
gangsters. By the best-selling author of the Fox and O’Hare series.

The past is never : a novel
by Tiffany Quay Tyson
Book Annotation

The Man Who Came Uptown
by George P. Pelecanos
Book Annotation

The starless sea
by Erin Morgenstern
Discovering a mysterious book of prisoner tales, a Vermont graduate
student recognizes a story from his own life before following clues to a
magical underground library that is being targeted for destruction. By
the best-selling author of The Night Circus.

The woman in the woods
by John Connolly
"From internationally bestselling author and "creative genius who has
few equals in either horror fiction or the mystery genre" (New York
Journal of Books) comes a gripping thriller starring Private Investigator
Charlie Parker. When the body of a woman--who apparently died in
childbirth--is discovered, Parker is hired to track down both her
identity and her missing child. In the beautiful Maine woods, a partly
preserved body is discovered. Investigators realize that the dead young
woman gave birth shortly before her death. But there is no sign of a
baby. Private detective Charlie Parker is hired by a lawyer to shadow
the police investigation and find the infant but Parker is not the only
searcher. Someone else is following the trail left by the woman,
someone with an interest in much more than a missing child

The innocents
by Michael Crummey
Two orphans forage for survival on an isolated Newfoundland cove
during years marked by storms and ravaging illness, before the mystery
of their nature tests the limits of their bond. By the award-winning
author of River Thieves.

The deserter : a novel

by Nelson DeMille
"A taut, psychologically suspenseful military thriller from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Nelson DeMille--writing with his son,
screenwriter Alex DeMille--about two army investigators on the hunt in
Venezuela for an army deserter who might know too much about a
secret Pentagon operation"

Kiss the girls and make them cry
by Mary Higgins Clark
A #MeToo investigative journalist discovers that the man who once
sexually assaulted her has become a successful industrialist on the
brink of a billion-dollar deal. By the best-selling author of All By Myself,
Alone. 350,000 first printing.

Final option
by Clive Cussler
Chairman Juan Cabrillo and his team of government-sponsored
operatives hide their state-of-the-art weaponry and cutting-edge
scientific technologies while navigating a dangerous mission aboard the
Oregon. By the authors of Piranha.

Dark tide rising : a William Monk novel
by Anne Perry
Book Annotation

Down the River Unto the Sea
by Walter Mosley

Book Annotation

The librarian of Auschwitz
by Antonio Iturbe
A tale based on true events follows the experiences of a teen prisoner
in Auschwitz who risks her life to keep the magic of books alive during
the Holocaust. Simultaneous eBook.

The family upstairs : a novel
by Lisa Jewell
Discovering the identity of her birth parents and her inheritance of a
valuable mansion, 25-year-old Libby makes horrifying discoveries about
the massacre and disappearances of her biological family. By the bestselling author of Then She Was Gone. 200,000 first printing.

Curious toys
by Elizabeth Hand
Joining a gang near the famous Riverview amusement park in 1915
Chicago, the daughter of a fortune teller teams up with a reclusive
artist to track down a serial killer responsible for a child’s
disappearance. 25,000 first printing.

Agent running in the field : A Novel
by John Le Carré

"A new novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling author John le
Carré Nat, a 47 year-old veteran of Britain's Secret Intelligence Service,
believes his years as an agent runner are over. He is back in London
with his wife, the long-suffering Prue. But with the growing threat from
Moscow Centre, the office has one more job for him. Nat is to take
over The Haven, a defunct substation of London General with a rag-tag
band of spies. The only bright light on the team is young Florence, who
has her eye on Russia Department and a Ukrainian oligarch with a
finger in the Russia pie. Nat is not only a spy, he is a passionate
badminton player. His regular Monday evening opponent is half his age:
the introspective and solitary Ed. Ed hates Brexit, hates Trump and
hates his job at some soulless media agency. And it is Ed, of all unlikely
people, who will take Prue, Florence and Nat himself down the path of
political anger that will ensnare them all. Agent Running in the Field is
a chilling portrait of our time, now heartbreaking, now darkly
humorous, told to us with unflagging tension by the greatest chronicler
of our age"

The butterfly girl : a novel
by Rene Denfeld
A companion to The Child Finder finds investigator Naomi continuing
her search for her years-missing sister in Oregon, where her discoveries
about local disappearances are shaped by fleeting memories and her
butterfly guides. 100,000 first printing.

In the Galway silence
by Ken Bruen
Hopeful prospects and a case involving the murders of a wealthy
Frenchman's twin sons are complicated for Jack Taylor by a babysitting
request, the return of a character from his past and a manipulative
vigilante killer.

Noel Street
by Richard Paul Evans
A single mother finds unexpected revelations and healing in her
relationship with a recently returned Vietnam POW whose personal
demons have created a stir in their small Utah community. By the
award-winning author of The Christmas Box. 200,000 first printing.

Bluebird, bluebird : a novel
by Attica Locke
Forced by duty to return to his racially divided East Texas hometown,
an African-American Texas Ranger risks his job and reputation to
investigate a highly charged double murder case involving a black
Chicago lawyer and a local white woman. By the award-winning author
of Pleasantville. 50,000 first printing.

The stranger inside
by Lisa Unger
A woman is forced to confront the dark secrets of her past when a
serial killer strikes too close to home. By the award-winning author of
Under My Skin. 150,000 first printing.

Ninth house
by Leigh Bardugo
Surviving a horrific multiple homicide, a girl from the wrong side of the
tracks is unexpectedly offered a full scholarship to Yale, where her
mysterious benefactors task her with monitoring the university’s secret
societies. Maps.

The woman in the woods
by John Connolly
"From internationally bestselling author and "creative genius who has
few equals in either horror fiction or the mystery genre" (New York
Journal of Books) comes a gripping thriller starring Private Investigator
Charlie Parker. When the body of a woman--who apparently died in
childbirth--is discovered, Parker is hired to track down both her
identity and her missing child. In the beautiful Maine woods, a partly
preserved body is discovered. Investigators realize that the dead young
woman gave birth shortly before her death. But there is no sign of a
baby. Private detective Charlie Parker is hired by a lawyer to shadow
the police investigation and find the infant but Parker is not the only
searcher. Someone else is following the trail left by the woman,
someone with an interest in much more than a missing child

Smile

by Raina Telgemeier
In this coming-of-age true story, Raina just wants to be a normal sixth
grader, but one night after Girl Scouts she trips and falls, severely
injuring her two front teeth, and what follows is a long and frustrating
journey with on-again, off-again braces, surgery, embarrassing
headgear and even a retainer with fake teeth attached--on top of all
that, there's a major earthquake, boy confusion and friends who turn
out to be not so friendly. Simultaneous.

Sisters
by Raina Telgemeier
A companion to the Eisner Award-winning Smile finds Raina's
disappointing bond with a cranky, independent younger sister further
challenged by the arrival of a baby brother and an estrangement in
their parents' marriage. 150,000 first printing. Simultaneous.

Kristy's big day : Kristy's Big Day
by Gale Galligan
When Kristy Thomas' mother decides to get married again, Kristy and
her friends in the Baby-sitters Club have to cope with all the small
children that her family and friends are bringing to the wedding

Dawn and the impossible three : Dawn and the
Impossible Three
by Gale Galligan
A latest graphic novel adaptation of an entry in the popular series finds
the newest member of The Baby-sitters Club struggling to adjust to life
away from her former home in California and clashing with club
founder Kristy while navigating the challenges of three out-of-control
charges. By the Newbery Honor-winning author of A Corner of the
Universe. Simultaneous.

The boring book
by Shinsuke Yoshitake
A child, bored by his toys, contemplates the emotion and concept of
boredom, and whether or not it is boring to be an adult--or a child

Another
by Christian Robinson
The Caldecott Honor-, Coretta Scott King Illustrator Honor- and
Newbery Medal-winning artist of Last Stop on Market Street presents an
author-illustrator debut that invites children on a playful, imaginative
journey into another world. 200,000 first printing. Simultaneous eBook

The lost Christmas : a seek and find book
by B. B. Cronin
The award-winning creator of The Lost Picnic presents a Christmasthemed, seek-and-find book that invites readers to help two kids and
their grandfather find misplaced tree ornaments on festive, elaborately
detailed spreads

White bird : A Wonder Story
by R. J Palacio
Inspired by the author’s best-selling Wonder, a graphic novel debut
traces the heartrending story of a grandmother who as a Jewish girl
was hidden by a brave, compassionate family in a Nazi-occupied French
village during World War II. Illustrations.

The farmer
by Ximo Abadía
Paul works hard on his farm while those in the village are resting, but
when drought comes, friends unexpectedly arrive to lend a hand

Kristy's big day : Kristy's Big Day
by Gale Galligan

When Kristy Thomas' mother decides to get married again, Kristy and
her friends in the Baby-sitters Club have to cope with all the small
children that her family and friends are bringing to the wedding

Ghosts
by Raina Telgemeier
The multiple Eisner Award-winning creator of Drama presents the
graphically illustrated story of Catrina, who moves to coastal Northern
California in the hope that the climate will be better for her sick little
sister and who learns that her new community is haunted. Simultaneous
eBook.
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